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9 Semiannual twelve-hour
day in Harlequin-Oxford
link-up. (7)
10 I hear you will chronicle a
Christmas tradition. (4,3)
11 Kiss-kiss, 'e rode away
and made copies! (7)
12 Metropolis malefactor I
hoodwink into dictionary.
(7)
13 One run only, no hundred
for sacristan: schools like
Eton or Roedean,
perhaps? (6-3)
15 Ingenu biases cover part
of Southern Egypt. (5)
16 Avian element of selfrhyming arts obsessive.
(7)
19 Arab sax played for
gnostic deity (by Santana,
perhaps?). (7)
20 Sax played back about
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Caesar's eleven, part of
Cartesian plot. (1-4)

3 Steer around Gotham
delivering gemstone. (4)

21 US troops surround back
part of cave on holiday for
freebies. (9)

4 Old flame takes overdose,
you and I make departure.
(6)

25 Gnat drops a thousand on
level to become more
dapper. (7)

5 Ad sexily misrepresents
reading disorder. (8)

26 Old-time tobacco peddler
now supplying pedallers?
(7)
28 Ballesteros sick at heart in
Andalusia. (7)
29 Gent following Easter
without hesitation
developed film. (7)
Down
1 No Clue
2 Regular extracts from
letters of Turner ruin selfrhyming social exercise.
(3,3)

6 Da, relax in a city of
Northern Egypt. (10)
7 Colourless fight by
Queensberry Rules leads
to discovery of flight
recorder. (5,3)
8 Kampala folk, for
example, see unhesitant
Mr. Goose linked to
article in America. (8)
14 French King, French
town, birthplace of Ali.
(10)
16 Shiv in ex.....just like a
foxy lady? (8)

17 It gets you going:
Tinseltown landing spot at
one with Caesar's five
euro. (8)
18 Canyon inside terminus
becomes swollen. (8)
22 Bug around Irish
television station for
summit. (6)
23 Mantra among aligned
powers reveals selfevident truths. (6)
24 Empty Sussex swallows
no more morphine for
Giza monument. (6)
27 Not as much? That's
helpless, helpless. (4)

